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A FAST-PACED THRILLER WHOSE CHARACTERS REPRESENT THE COURAGE, HONOR, AND COMMITMENT OF A GREAT NATION
The marines have landed (finally) in the genre...stand by for action!"—Captain Dale Dye, USMC (Ret) Marine, Author, Actor and Filmmaker
When a small town terrorist invasion results in a tragic death, retired Marine Master Sergeant James "Johnny" Johansen agonizes over
questions whose answers threaten his loved ones, his career, and his company. The most serious question of all—is Johnny's family linked to
Islamic extremists in the United States? Johnny turns to his former brothers-in-arms, Willie, Corey, and Josh. Relying on their skills as highly
trained marines, the team uncovers a treacherous plot involving renegade defense contractor and co-conspirators at the highest levels of
U.S. intelligence. Risking their lives to reveal the shocking details of the operation, Johnny and his friends discover that hundreds of terrorists
are poised to launch a coast-to-cast attack on American soil. Time is running out! Who can Johnny trust? No one, except...the Secret Corps.
When Net Force explorer Andy Moore helps to program the virtual animals of the Cservanka Brothers Circus, he discovers a black market of
high-tech weapons software and hardware.
More information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title from Penguin USA
National Security Agency special operative Sam Fisher, as part of a top-secret initiative called the Third Echelon, is the latest weapon in a
technologically advanced war, armed with the ability to be even more deadly and ruthless as than America's enemies. Original.
After his football career crashes and burns, Troy Loensch joins the US Air Force where he, becoming a pilot, agrees to help the CIA
investigate a private military contractor called Firehawk. Original.
Two boys go for a walk together and the boy with sight describes colours to the blind boy. Includes glossary of Maori language terms.
Suggested level: junior.
The explosion of a freighter in Charleston Harbor signals the first wave in a power struggle between factions in the Chinese government, but
Op-Center is hindered in its investigation when Commander Paul Hood is removed.

Sam Fisher must save one man’s life to save his own country. Eccentric billionaire Igor Kasperov owns one of the most influential
and successful anti-virus software companies in the world. But when the Kremlin orders him to unleash a catastrophic computer
virus against the United States, he is forced to flee for his life. Sam Fisher and Fourth Echelon are charged with finding Kasperov
and presenting the American president’s offer for political asylum. Because there are others looking for Kasperov. And the only
thing they will offer him is a swift death… AN ALL-NEW ADVENTURE FEATURING SAM FISHER Based on Ubisoft’s bestselling
game, Tom Clancy’s Splinter Cell®
A radical Islamic leader who dreams of the past will do anything in his power to ensure that the future is destroyed-by hitting the
technological world where it hurts: oil.
When Syrian terrorists attack a dam in Turkey to threaten the water supply and force all-out war in the Middle East, the new online
Regional Op-Center in Greece learns of the plan and launches a counterstrike. Original.
Tom Clancy's Ghost Recon: Choke PointPenguin
Tom Clancy's Ghost Recon: Choke Point by Peter Telep is a brand new tie-in title to the phenomenal game series. The U.S.
Army's Special Forces are known for their highly specialized training and courage behind enemy lines. But there's a group that's
even more stealthy and deadly. It's composed of the most feared operators on the face of the earth-the soldiers of Ghost Recon.
When a CIA agent operating in Colombia is kidnapped, the Ghosts battle their way through rebels to rescue the man. But during
the operation, they discover evidence of a new Islamic fundamentalist group that is being backed by South American drug cartels
and rebel groups. The Ghosts follow a trail that leads them around the world in a struggle to uncover the group's true purpose, one
that could mean billions to the South Americans, aid terrorists seeking to wreak havoc on American soil, and cause economic
chaos all over the world. But as the team chases down their quarry, they soon realize that their true foes have yet to reveal
themselves... Tom Clancy's Ghost Recon: Choke Point is one of a series of books that tie-in with the unbelievably popular video
game Ghost Recon. Fans of Clancy and Cussler will love this as well as fans of the game. Praise for Tom Clancy: 'There's hardly
another thriller writer alive who can fuel an adrenaline surge the way Clancy can' Daily Mail 'The action comes thick and fast' The
Times Clancy has established himself as an undisputed master at blending exceptional realism and authenticity, intricate plotting,
and razor-sharp suspense. Peter Telep is the New York Times bestselling author of over forty novels spanning many genres
including film adaptations, medical drama, and military thrillers.
Jack Ryan Jr.—along with the covert warriors of the Campus—continues to uphold his legendary father’s legacy of courage and
honor in this thriller from #1 New York Times bestselling author Tom Clancy. Privately training with special forces, he’s honing his
combat skills to continue his work within the Campus, hunting down and eliminating terrorists wherever he can—even as Jack Ryan
Sr. campaigns to become President of the United States again. But what neither father nor son knows is that the political and
personal have just become equally dangerous. A devout enemy of Jack Sr. launches a privately-funded vendetta to discredit him
and connect him to a mysterious killing in his longtime ally John Clark’s past. All they have to do is catch him. With Clark on the
run, it’s up to Jack Jr. to stop a growing threat emerging in the Middle East, where a corrupt Pakistani general has entered into a
deadly pact with a fanatical terrorist to procure four nuclear warheads they can use to blackmail any world power into
submission—or face annihilation.
Immerse yourself into the fractured vision of the post-pandemic world from Tom Clancy’s The Division® 2 through this new story.
Months after the outbreak of a devastating global pandemic that started in New York City on Black Friday, traces of rebirth are
spreading across the United States. Spring has come to the nation, and with it a glimmer of hope as civilians band together in
settlements, trying to carve out a better life. Amidst a ruined government, a shattered infrastructure, and an eroding civilization,
The Division – an autonomous unit of sleeper agents activated when all else fails – is all that protects the people from predators
who would harm them, scavengers who would take from them, and oppressors who would exploit them. Aurelio Diaz is one of
those agents. A man of great honor, he is on the hunt for one of his colleagues who inexplicably abandoned his duty and caused
the death of multiple civilians. This trail leads him to April Kelleher, a resourceful civilian who traveled out of New York into a
troubled American Midwest. There, she hopes to understand why her husband was murdered and if an antiviral to the deadly
disease exists. Together, Agent Diaz and April soon uncover an imminent threat to the future of the country. They must act to
preserve civilization’s last hope to stop a new virus and save itself from a final collapse.
A new phenomenon begins. Created by #1 New York Times bestselling author Tom Clancy Based on the bestselling video game, this new
series will take readers onto the battlefields of World War III with the technical savvy and explosive action that Clancy fans have come to
expect.
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Captain Scott Mitchell and his Ghost Recon team, a secret unit comprised of the most feared operators in the world, work to stop a small
band of renegade Chinese military leaders from triggering a battle to dominate the Pacific.
She's known as the Snow Maiden-an operative of a secret group dedicated to world domination. To get their hands on her, U.S. Special
Forces Captain Alexander Brent and his team will have to outmaneuver a terrorist faction bent on wiping her off the face of the earth.
The U.S. Army's Special Forces are known for their highly specialized training and courage behind enemy lines. But there's a group that's
even more stealthy and deadly. It's composed of the most feared operators on the face of the earth-the soldiers of Ghost Recon.
General Bob Underwood is en route to Syria when a rocket-propelled grenade strikes the side of his Humvee and the heavily armored convoy
comes under attack. His bodyguard is brutally murdered, and Underwood himself is kidnapped. Hours later, the president and top officials
watch in horror from the Oval Office as the general is viciously beheaded by an ISIS leader—broadcast live on the Al Jazeera television
network. The world is stunned by the bloody scene, but even more so that this supposedly loose-knit terrorist organization was able to
orchestrate a lethal attack on the world’s most powerful military. American forces goes into high gear on land and sea to retaliate. But when
the ISIS leader's son is killed in an American bombing raid, his rage knows no bounds, and he determines to wreak vengeance on the
American homeland itself. Now it’s up to Op-Center to assemble its strike force, domestic and abroad, to stay one step ahead of a ruthless
enemy—while the fate of the world hangs in the balance...
When terrorists launch an attack on Army bases throughout the U.S., Net Force must partner with Army Intelligence and the National Guard
to take down a cunning opponent who just might be one of them. Original.
When the American ambassador to Colombia is kidnapped, the Ghost Recon team battles its way through rebels to rescue the man. But
during the operation, they discover evidence of a new Islamic fundamentalist group backed by South American drug cartels and rebel groups.
Available in a tall Premium Edition. Original.

Racing from the remote, war-scarred landscapes of the Middle East to the blood-soaked chaos of the U.S.-Mexico border, #1 New
York Times bestselling author Tom Clancy delivers a heart-stopping thriller that is frighteningly close to reality. Working behind the
scenes for the CIA, ex-Navy SEAL Maxwell Moore arrives at a rendezvous to take charge of a high-ranking Taliban captive and
barely escapes with his life. Undaunted, Moore is relentless in his quest to find the terrorist cell responsible, but what he discovers
leads him to a much darker conspiracy in an unexpected part of the globe... After years of planning, the Taliban have come to
terms with a vicious Mexican drug cartel and agreed to supply them with opium. For the cartel, the deal means money, power, and
ultimate control of the drug trade. But for the Taliban, it is a long awaited opportunity: to exploit the cartels and bring the fire of the
jihad to the hearts of the infidels, striking against the very heart of America.
An original novel based on the multi-million bestselling game from Ubisoft, Tom Clancy's Ghost Recon Choke Point. Special
Forces operators are renowned for their highly specialized training and courage behind enemy lines. But there's a group that's
even more stealthy and deadly. It's composed of the most feared operators on the face of the earth - the soldiers of Ghost Recon.
When a CIA agent operating in Colombia is kidnapped, the Ghosts battle their way through rebels to rescue the man. But during
the operation, they discover evidence of a new terrorist group that's being backed by South American drug cartels and rebel
groups. The Ghosts follow a trail that leads them around the world in a struggle to uncover the group's true purpose, one that could
mean billions to the South Americans, aid terrorists seeking to wreak havoc on US soil, and cause economic chaos all over the
world. But as the team chases down their quarry, they soon realize that their true foes have yet to reveal themselves . . .
The assassination of the director of Net Force hurtles Deputy Director Alex Michaels into the perilous world of international intrigue
as he confronts a deadly gang of cyber-terrorists who are sabotaging mainframe computers across the country, leaving chaos and
death in their wake. Original. TV tie-in.
He is Sam Fisher: Third Echelon special operative. And when a cargo freighter loaded down with radioactive material is headed
towards the coast of the United States, he has minutes to disable the ship - or die trying.
Receiving intelligence from the Campus that the world's most threatening terrorist has been tracked to a specific location, Jack
Ryan, Jr., the organization's latest recruits and his cousins embark on a dangerous mission to capture him. By the best-selling
author of The Hunt for Red October. Reprint.
When a Singapore pirate is found in the Celebes Sea with radiation on his skin, the Op-Center team investigating nuclear disposal
learns that a multinational corporation hired to dispose of nuclear waste is selling it to terrorists.
Silent Hill: The Terror Engine, the second of the two inaugural studies in the Landmark Video Games series from series editors
Mark J. P. Wolf and Bernard Perron, is both a close analysis of the first three Silent Hill games and a general look at the whole
series. Silent Hill, with its first title released in 1999, is one of the most influential of the horror video game series. Perron situates
the games within the survival horror genre, both by looking at the history of the genre and by comparing Silent Hill with such
important forerunners as Alone in the Dark and Resident Evil. Taking a transmedia approach and underlining the designer's
cinematic and literary influences, he uses the narrative structure; the techniques of imagery, sound, and music employed; the
game mechanics; and the fiction, artifact, and gameplay emotions elicited by the games to explore the specific fears survival
horror games are designed to provoke and how the experience as a whole has made the Silent Hill series one of the major
landmarks of video game history.
Created by Tom Clancy, written by David Michaels.
After Joint Strike Force pilot Major Stephanie Halverson is shot down over Russia, it is revealed that a deadly cabal once thought
to be gone is actually back--and stronger than ever. Original.
When a mysterious cabal within the U.S. State Department causes tensions to erupt between Iran and Azerbaijan and plots to
depose the President of the United States, Paul Hood and the Op-Center team must stop the conspiracy.
Tom Clancy and Steve Pieczenik are About to Declare War on the Competition. . . .THE OBJECTIVE: A fourth consecutive New
York Times bestseller for Tom Clancy's Op-Center THE HARDWARE: A blockbuster thriller armed with cutting-edge technology
(a.k.a. everything a Clancy fan wants) THE PREDICTION: A SLAM-DUNKIn Tom Clancy's all-new, original novel, OP-CENTER:
Acts of War, Syrian terrorists have attacked a dam inside the borders of Turkey, threatening the water supply of their very
homeland. It is not insanity, but the first step in a deceptively simple plan: to force all-out war in the Middle East. What they don't
know is that a new Regional Op-Center is now on-line in Greece, and its team can see exactly what the rebels are trying to do. But
these terrorists are more resourceful than anyone thinks.
Both the Americans and the Soviets commence an intense naval search when a trusted and skilled Soviet naval officer
defects—using the USSR's most valuable nuclear submarine as his escape vehicle. Reissue. A best-selling novel. 50,000 first
printing.
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Calling themselves the "Keepers" and armed with stolen U.N. arms, a group of greedy, maverick U.N. soldiers seizes control of the
United Nations during a gala attended by the ambassadors of ten nations at which the daughter of Paul Hood, the recently retired
head of Op-Center, is scheduled to perform. Original.
Going behind the scenes of an armored cavalry regiment, an insider's view includes photographs, illustrations, and diagrams of
tanks, helicopters, and artillery systems, interviews with high-ranking officers, and future roles the armored cavalry might play.
Original.
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